
As with any regulation firms must comply but also keep costs in 
check. When companies have thousands of suppliers how do they 

do they stay compliant while maintaining profit margins? 

When sourcing suppliers firms need 
to review the following 5 steps:

1. EDUCATE
                Have a learning management system in place for      
            suppliers and provide clear education around corporate  
          policies.  Track that suppliers have done training as part  
          of their onboarding process.
 

2. COLLECT DATA

   Implement a supplier management system 
   that allows firms to collect data in the form of 
   surveys, inspection reports, tracking supplier 
   training and due diligence auditing. 

3. INSTITUTE RISK PROFILES

       When suppliers are in high-risk zones, partner with an        
       inspection and audit provider. Random inspections can be 
                     scheduled and should be part of the supplier terms and 
                     conditions. Especially for suppliers with 
                     high-risk profiles – this step is critical. 

 

4. CONDUCT DUE DILIGENCE WITH AUDIT TRAIL

                                                  When suppliers are in high-risk zones, software 
                                                  like Assent’s can be used to conduct real-time 
                                                  inspections with video clips and pictures taken by 
                                                  the inspector. This can be transferred to the 
                                                  supplier profile to prove due diligence along with 
                                                  all their surveys, education and supporting 
                                                  documentation.

5. AUTOMATE 

Risk profiles provided by responsible sourcing 
experts, data collection, inspections and due 
diligence can all be managed and automated 
through software solutions like Assent’s and 
service providers (e.g. independent 3rd party 
inspection providers). The cost of maintenance 
is minimal compared to the consequences of 
using suppliers involved in human tra�cking.

When you look at your conflict mineral program for 2016 and beyond 
Setting up or automating a FAR compliant, Anti-Human Tra�cking
Program at your company will allow you to have the advantage. Is your 
program ready?

                                                   See how Assent can help.
                        Contact: Info@AssentCompliance.com

How Companies Can Avoid Human 
Tra�cking in Their Supply Chain

The US government has amended the Federal  Acquisitions 
Regulation. This amendment mandates that suppliers to the 
federal government have future contracts pulled and may 
incur criminal fines if they are caught with suppliers using 
human tra�cked labor. There are 100 000’s of companies 
that will now have to comply with this regulation.

To set up an ethical sourcing program that will reduce the 
chances of having human tra�cking in a supply chain can cost 
less than 1 or 2 new full-time equivalent employees. By using a 
software platform to manage supplier education, risk profile, due 
diligence and by using independent third-party inspectors 
in high-risk zones companies can easily mitigate risk, 
ensure ethical sourcing practices are followed 
and keep profit margins in check. 


